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New investigative techniques 
THEODORE A. REYMAN, HENRIK NIELSEN, INGOLF 
THUESEN, DEREK N. H. NOTMAN, KARL J. REINHARD, 
EDMUND TAPP AND TONY WALDRON 
INTRODUCTION 
Theodore A. Reyman 
As neophyte paleopathologists, five of us in Detroit (Aidan and Eve 
Cockburn, Robin Barraco, William Peck and Theodore Reyman) were 
involved in the autopsy of two mummies, DIA I (Detroit Institute of Arts) in 
1970 and PUM I (Pennsylvania University Museum) in 1971. The findings 
from the examination of these two bodies were minimal. Both mummies 
were poorly preserved and without personal data or provenance. Although 
we were able to learn little from the gross and microscopic examination, we 
did establish one thing - we didn't know much about identifYing and testing 
ancient tissues. 
Aidan Cockburn was interested in extracting gamma globulin from 
mummified organs, theorizing that if this were possible, we could use 
modern testing techniques on this material in order to survey disease pat-
terns in ancient times. With these data, we would then be able to track infec-
tious diseases from antiquity to the present time and perhaps determine 
whether alterations in life cycle, virulence and other epidemiological para-
meters had changed over the years. We were able to extract and identifY small 
amounts of serum albumin and globulin, although the reactivity in modern 
tests for infectious diseases never came to fruition. We learned that many 
proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids were present in mummified tissue but 
generally in very fragmentary form (Barraco 1980). 
Chemical elemental analysis told us whether the mummy had been treated 
with natron and how the heavy metal content of ancient tissues correlated 
with modern equivalents (Barraco et al. 1977). These analyses helped in 
reconstructing ancient diets (Williams 1993) and also in separating embalm-
ing and postmortem artifacts from disease (Waldron 1981). 
Histological examination by light and electron microscopy posed an 
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additional problem. To cut the thin microscopic sections, water had to be put 
back into the tissue. This was accomplished using Ruffer's solution offorma-
lin and alcohol (Ruffer I91O). With rehydration, it remained only to apply 
standardized histological techniques, with a few caveats (Reyman and Dowd 
I980). Light and transmission electron microscopic patterns (Horne and 
Lewin I977) often revealed quite adequate and occasionally excellent 
preservation, particularly the connective tissue elements. Epithelial and 
parenchymatous tissues did not fare so well, generally being degenerated and 
causing problems of interpretation. Those difficulties notwithstanding, the 
scanning and transmission electron microscopy as evidenced by Riddle's 
(Riddle I980) exquisite displays of structure and form attest to the relative 
ease of handling and interpreting most mummified tissues. 
Radiographic examination was less difficult than microscopy, although 
interpretation was still problematic at times (Kristen and Reyman I980). 
Standardized radiographic techniques including tomography revealed much 
about a fully wrapped mummy that could not be discerned by external 
examination alone. Xerographic studies, first performed by Wolfe on PUM II 
(Cockburn et al. I975), provided finer details in some cases. Computerized 
tomography (CT) scans added far greater information (Lewin and Harwood-
Nash I977; Lewin et al. I990). This type of study could became a radiographic 
gross examination, eliminating the need for extended dissection of some 
mummies. These CT scans would be particularly valuable in those cases 
where no dissection of any kind could be performed. More sophisticated 
techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans have the dis-
advantage that tissue fluids are necessary for optimum results and therefore 
have not given as good results with mummified bodies as with living or rehy-
drated tissues. 
For a variety of reasons, mummified bodies have become less available for 
complete study. National, ethnic, and aesthetic considerations limit not only 
access but often prohibit the full autopsy dissection that was performed on 
PUM II. Therefore, CT scans, endoscopic examinations and core needle biop-
sies appear to be viable solutions to many of these prohibitions if present. 
We were excited when reports of blood typing on mummies were pub-
lished, hopefully providing a valuable demographic tool in our studies of 
ancient humans (Hart et al. I977). Even more, we were amazed when studies 
of HLA (human lymphocyte antigen) tissue typing of mummified bodies 
came forth (Henry I980). What has engendered the most scientific excite-
ment, however, has been the successful extraction and identification of DNA 
from these long preserved bodies. In this chapter, we shall see how the 
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amplification of minute amounts of genetic material by the polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) has enabled researchers to identifY both native and infectious 
DNA in these bodies. The use of amplified bacterial and viral DNA may turn 
out to be Aidan Cockburn's 'magic bullet' for solving some of the mysteries 
of infectious disorders in ancient populations. In the same fashion, native 
DNA may give us clues to a variety of genetic abnormalities that existed in 
those distant times. 
These newer techniques will be the focus of the revised technical section in 
this second edition. The standardized chemical, histological, radiographic 
and serologic techniques can be reviewed in the technical section of the first 
edition or in other references from the scientific literature. These new test 
methods do not replace the older ones, but complement them. Both are nec-
essary. The future will provide other methods, introduced by the ingenuity of 
our scientific colleagues in many disciplines. Only time will tell how many. 
PALEOGENETICS 
Henrik Nielsen and IngolfThuesen 
Paleogenetics is a research discipline that applies methods from molecular 
biology to the genetic material recovered from ancient remains. The genetic 
material is referred to as ancient DNA (aDNA). The literature in this field 
amounts to fewer than a hundred full research papers. It has nevertheless 
been reviewed several times from different perspectives (Brown and Brown 
1992, 1994). Special issues of journals and books have been published on the 
subject (Hauswirth 1994; Herrmann and Hummel 1993), not to mention an 
almost endless number of commentaries and popular papers. 
The first attempts to characterize DNA from ancient remains was reported 
from a Chinese group in 1981 followed by the first generally accepted 
demonstration of ancient DNA published in 1984 by Allan Wilson's group in 
Berkeley (Higuchi et al. 1984). The latter cloned and sequenced a fragment of 
DNA isolated from the 140 year old museum specimen, the skin of the 
quagga, an extinct member of the horse family, in order to classifY this 
animal into a phylogenetic tree of the horse. This was followed by Paabo's 
cloning of a 3.4 kilo base (kb) fragment of DNA from a 2400 year old Egyptian 
mummy (Paabo 1985). These two early reports signaled the two main courses 
that studies of aDNA have taken, each with its own set of perspectives and 
problems. One line of research has dealt with the classification of extinct 
organisms. In these studies, a DNA sequence is the goal. Every position in the 
sequence must be determined with certainty, as the sequence eventually will 
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be aligned and compared to homologous sequences from contemporary 
sources. In principle, contamination with contemporaneous DNA is less of a 
problem, because no source of identical DNA exists. The other line of 
research deals with aDNA in archaeological remains in order to obtain a 
more precise understanding of cultural history. Typically, the analysis of the 
aDNA is aimed at discriminating between already known versions of the 
sequence in question that are characteristic of one or another trait. 
Contamination with contemporary DNA is in this case a significant problem, 
especially if the DNA is of human origin. The onset of aDNA research in the 
mid 1980s may seem late in view of the fact that the molecular biology revolu-
tion started more than a decade earlier. The reason was probably the general 
consensus that the DNA content of an organism would degrade rapidly after 
death. This indeed proved to be the case. In spite of the astounding preserva-
tion of, for example, the frozen Siberian mammoths or of many mummies, 
the DNA content has in all cases proved to be degraded into short fragments 
of a few hundred base pairs (bp) at most. Furthermore, the DNA has been 
found to be chemically modified in such a way that the readout of its genetic 
information is compromised. The decay of DNA has been described by 
Lindahl (1993), and some of the modifications in aDNA have been analysed 
by Paabo (1989) and H6ss and colleagues (1996). The poor state ofpreserva-
tion of the DNA is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that seeds and spores 
have been found to retain their ability to germinate for hundreds of years , and 
in some cases even a few thousand. In these cases, however, the DNA is pre-
served in the context of a living cell, in which DNA repair enzymes maintain 
the integrity of the DNA. These enzymes no longer operate after the cessation 
of life processes and the DNA will eventually become degraded, mainly by 
hydrolytic and oxidative processes. Based on laboratory experiments, Lindahl 
(1993) has estimated that as a rule of thumb, DNA will maximally survive 
between 20 000 and 40000 years in a condition that allows analysis using the 
current methodology for aDNA. This poses a serious problem for many 
studies of taxonomical problems. On the other hand, most mummies are 
safely within this age limit. Lindahl's view has been challenged by the finding 
of much older DNA under special circumstances, e.g., encapsulated in 
amber (Brown and Brown 1994; Poinar et al. 1996). The real breakthrough in 
aDNA studies came in the late 1980s when the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) became generally known after the discovery of a thermostable DNA 
polymerase (Taq DNA polymerase). In PCR, a segment of the DNA defined by 
two synthetic oligonucleotide primers is amplified through repeated cycles of 
denaturation of the DNA, annealing of the oligonucleotide primers, and syn-
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thesis of new DNA strands. The application of the thermostable polymerase 
made it possible to automate the process and thus to make it generally applic-
able. By use ofPCR, enough material could be generated from templates in 
aDNA to allow analysis of the sequence information by standard molecular 
biology techniques. PCR has therefore become a prerequisite for aDNA 
analysis. 
Basic methodology 
Because of its near universal role as the genetic material, DNA is an ideal sub-
stance to test for in excavated material. The methods that are applied to 
recover the DNA and subsequently to analyse its sequence information are 
basically the same, no matter whether the aim is to determine the gender or 
ethnicity of human remains according to biological parameters, to diagnose 
a disease or to make a species identification of plant or animal remains in a 
mummy's stomach contents. Due to the chemical instability of DNA, ancient 
remains invariably contain only very small amounts, generally in a poor state 
of preservation. Thus, all methods must be applied in such a way that further 
loss or degradation is minimised, and even more important, contamination 
with contemporaneous DNA must be avoided. The reason for this is that in 
most cases, it is necessary to amplify the aDNA in a test tube by the PCR 
method in order to obtain sufficient material for analysis. The PCRmethod is 
sensitive enough to detect even the tiny amounts of DNA present in skin, 
saliva or dandruff shed by the excavator. Because the contemporaneous DNA 
consists of intact template molecules, it will be copied with a much higher 
efficiency during the PCR process than the fragmented and damaged aDNA 
templates. 
Sampling 
Sampling for aDNA analysis should be an integrated part of the excavation 
strategy. Through careful planning, it is possible to ensure that the relevant 
specimens are kept in their context until the excavator is prepared to take 
samples for aDNA analysis. This involves wearing protective gloves and, if 
possible, a face mask and a hairnet. The tools and protective wear required 
are inexpensive and many ordinary household products can be used. The 
importance of avoiding contamination during handling of the specimens 
became apparent when an aDNA analysis from the Tyrolean ice man, Otze, 
was reported (Handt et a!. 1994b). This 5000 year old mummified human 
body was contaminated by DNA from several individuals, probably during 
handling and retrieval. Only a careful analysis made it possible to identify 
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sequences representing the authentic aDNA. In our experience from excava-
tions in the Middle East, Denmark and Greenland, sampling for aDNA analy-
sis can be integrated into normal excavation routines without significant 
problems. In addition to minimising exposure and contamination, one 
further issue is conservation of the sample. In burials with poorly conserved 
bones, we have carried out the first steps of DNA extraction in the field and 
found this to yield somewhat better results compared with extractions initi-
ated at a later stage. In most cases, several grams of remains are required for 
an aDNA analysis. Removal of this amount of soft tissue is usually not in 
conflict with other types of analyses or interests. With respect to bones, the 
lower ribs, which are ofless importance to the anthropologists, can be used. 
Hitherto, most studies of aDNA from bones have used samples from the 
femur. A nondestructive way to take samples from this bone is to perfuse the 
bone marrow cavity with extraction buffer through a drilled hole (Tuross 
I994). Sufficient amounts of dentin can be drilled out of a tooth without dis-
turbing the overall morphology of the tooth or the masticating surface that is 
of prime importance to the dental anthropologist. 
Extraction and purification of aDNA 
Prior to extraction of the DNA, the tissue sample is fragmented into small 
pieces in order to allow efficient soaking of the tissue in the extraction buffer. 
Soft tissues are usually cut into small pieces using disposable surgical blades. 
Hard tissue samples, such as bones or teeth, are drilled into a fine powder or 
ground in a mill, preferably under liquid nitrogen. Early extraction protocols 
for aDNA were not very different from protocols used to extract DNA from 
contemporary sources. Proteinase K was used to digest away most of the 
protein content of the sample, after which a phenol extraction and ethanol 
precipitation was used to isolate the nucleic acids. Decalcification and 
removal of hydroxyapatite from hard tissue samples was achieved by treat-
ment with high concentrations of EDTA. Many of the early studies were 
plagued with low molecular weight substances that copurified with the DNA 
and inhibited the Taq DNA polymerase used in the subsequent analysis of the 
aDNA. Some of these substances have now been identified and more recent 
protocols depend on a more suitable extraction principle or use postextrac-
tion clean-up procedures to get rid of the inhibitors. Protocols using silica or 
glass particles seem to be the most successful (Hoss and Paabo I993; Tuross 
I994). In the presence of a chao tropic reagent (e.g., a guanidinium salt) the 
DNA binds to the silica particles. This allows extensive washing to be per-
formed prior to the elution of the DNA from the particles (Tuross I994). In 
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hard tissue samples, DNA is apparently bound to the mineral phase in addi-
tion to in the cellular remains. Taking this into consideration, some proto-
cols are based on elution of DNA from hydroxyapatite using high phosphate 
concentration and elevated temperatures. We have found DNA of a better 
quality using this procedure, compared to the old standard protocols used in 
studies of bone samples from a Qilakitsoq mummy (Nielsen et al. 1994). This 
observation makes sense in view of the fact that adsorption of DNA to hydrox-
yapatite results in a twofold decrease in the rate of depurination (Lindahl 
1993), one of the major degradation pathways of aDNA. 
There is at present no meaningful way of determining the yield of aDNA 
from an extraction procedure. This is mainly because most of the extracted 
DNA is usually of microbial origin, whether ancient or contemporary. This 
conclusion is based on hybridization analyses of aDNA to DNA from various 
sources and from microscopical examinations of DNA stained sections of 
samples. The way to evaluate the success of a given extraction protocol is in 
terms of success in amplifYing a given target sequence. The amount of a 
specific target sequence in the aDNA could in principle be determined by a 
method known as Quantitative Competition PCR, but this has not been fre-
quently used. Recently, it has been shown that the extent of amino acid 
racemization in extracts is a good indicator of the presence of aDNA (Poinar 
et al. 1996). This method requires only milligrams of material and could prove 
useful as a primary screening method for aDNA work. 
Analysis of aDNA 
The methods used in analysis of aDNA are essentially a subset of those used 
in a standard molecular biology laboratory, although several important pre-
cautions against contamination must be added to the standard procedures. 
The sparse amounts of aDNA normally available preclude direct examination 
of the aDNA by hybridization analysis. DNA cloning procedures are difficult 
to apply because of the heterogeneous ends found in the aDNA. More impor-
tant, a DNA clone is started from a single molecule. Thus, any error originat-
ing from the copying of the damaged aDNA template in the cloning host will 
appear in the resulting clone. Moreover, it will be impossible to detect these 
errors unless a large number of independent clones is examined. Ancient 
DNA studies are therefore dependent on the PCRmethod. Even this method 
has its specific problems when applied to aDNA. Some of the chemical mod-
ifications found in aDNA block the polymerase reaction (Hoss et al. 1996). In 
cases where more than one template in the sample is amplified (e.g., two 
alleles), the short length of the aDNA template fragments will result in 
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template switching by the polymerase, leading to PCR products that are the 
result of an artifactual recombination event. Finally, errors are introduced 
into the PCR product as a result of lesions in the template as well as by the 
error-prone copying process by the polymerase. The latter are introduced at 
random. Provided that this is also the case with the errors due to the aDNA 
lesions, these errors will constitute only 'background noise' in the final 
sequencing of the PCRproduct. 
In spite of the potential of thePCR method to amplifY from as little as a 
single template molecule, aDNA analysis has hitherto been limited to 
sequences that are found as multiple copies within the cell. Most popular are 
studies of the mitochondrial DNA that is found in thousands of copies in a 
typical cell. Sequence information from the mitochondria is used in geneal-
ogy and studies of biological ethnicity. A nuclear repeat sequence, the Alu-
sequence, which is found in 300 000 copies in the genome, has been 
demonstrated in aDNA by molecular cloning (PiHi.bo 1985) and direct hybrid-
ization (Thuesen and Engberg 1990). These sequences contain little informa-
tion of interest. Another type of nuclear repeat sequence exists in 
chromosome specific subtypes and has been used in sex determination in a 
number of studies (Nielsen et al. 1994). Analysis of single copy genes in aDNA 
is presently not feasible. An important exception to this is an analysis of 
population structure based on the characterization of class I Major 
Histocompatibility Complex alleles in aDNA from a mummified brain from 
the Windover site (8000-7000 BP) (Lawlor et al. 1991). 
Validation 
Because of the inherent difficulty in recognizing contamination from con-
temporary human DNA, certain standards must be met in order to validate 
the authenticity of the aDNA under scrutiny (for a detailed discussion, see 
Handt et al. 1994a). At least two extracts should be analysed from each 
sample. Mock extractions and PCR controls should be performed in parallel 
with the experimental samples. Preparation of the aDNA for PCR analysis 
and the subsequent analysis of the PCR products should be physically separ-
ated (i.e., carried out in different rooms). The laboratory should adopt high 
cleaning standards and only dedicated solutions, utensils, and materials 
should be used for the aDNA work. Unfortunately, it is impossible to demon-
strate the authenticity of an aDNA sample by dating methods. Radiocarbon 
dating is not feasible because the aDNA is found as a mixture with ancient as 
well as more recent microbial DNA. The extent of amino acid racemization in 
ancient extracts apparently does not correlate with age (Poinar et al. 1996). It 
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is not known whether any of the DNA lesions correlate with age. One simple 
criterion in assessing the authenticity of the aDNA put forward by Handt and 
associates (1994a) is that an inverse correlation should exist between length 
and amplification efficiency. In the end, the ultimate way to validate results 
will be to have independent analyses carried out in different laboratories. 
Application to mummy studies 
So far, no general correlation has been found between successful recovery of 
aDNA and age or state of preservation of the remains. There is a tendency 
towards more successful results with samples from cold environments than 
from hot environments and there is an upper limit in terms of age from which 
one can expect to find aDNA under normal conditions. Strongly alkaline or 
acidic conditions such as those known from bogs in Northern Europe are not 
compatible with the survival of DNA. In accordance with this, early work on 
extraction of DNA from the very well preserved Tollund Man was unsuccess-
ful 0. Engberg, personal communication). The Egyptian mummification 
procedures involving preservation of the bodies by dehydration in large quan-
tities of natron are similarly destructive to the DNA. Apart from these special 
cases, the prospects of finding DNA in mummies are in general good. The 
DNA content of some museum specimens has been destroyed in the interest 
of preserving the mummies for display or other types of studies. Most of the 
Greenland Qilakitsoq mummies have received large doses (2-2.5 megarad) 
of gamma irradiation and are therefore probably useless for aDNA studies. 
Historically, mummy studies have played an important role in the aDNA 
field. The first characterization of aDNA from a human source was Paabo's 
cloning of a 3.4 kb fragment of DNA from a 2400 year old Egyptian mummy 
of a one year old boy (Paabo 1985). This finding is still an exception. The 
mummy had been dehydrated by embedding in natron, the sample was taken 
from superficial tissues, and the fragment cloned was of nuclear origin. 
Similar results have not been reported elsewhere in the literature. The results 
are all the more surprising in view of recent claims by the same author that it 
is unlikely one would find fragments of aDNA of more than hundreds of base 
pairs in a few thousand year old sample from dry regions such as Egypt 
(Poinar et al. 1996). The first applications ofPCR to aDNA were more impor-
tant. In these studies, PCR was used to amplifY aDNA from a mummified 
brain from the Windover peat bog in Florida (Paabo et al. 1988; Lawlor et al. 
1991). The first reports of successful extraction of aDNA from bones also 
included a mummy study, namely the recovery of authentic DNA from the 
Greenland Qilakitsoq mummies (Thuesen and Engberg 1990). 
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Two articles by Powledge and Rose (1996a, 1996b) recently described the 
most popular types of aDNA research in archaeology. These are not very 
different from those that apply to mummies: 
I Peoplin,g studies These studies are based mostly on analyses of mitochon-
drial DNA in contemporary populations. However, DNA from ancient 
remains is important in confirming or refuting interpretations based on 
modern DNA. As an example, the analyses of mummified tissues from 
Wind over (Lawlor et a!. 1991J have played an important role in studies of 
the peopling of the Americas. 
2 Genealo,gy Family relationships can be established based on the mater-
nally inherited mitochondrial genome. Recently, it was shown byaDNA 
analysis that nine skeletons from a grave in Ekatarinburg, Russia were 
the remains of the family of the last tsar (Gill et a!. 1994). In the mummy 
field, the royal mummies of the New Kingdom in Egypt are being 
studied to allow proper identification and to establish genealogical rela-
tionships. 
3 Social structures By correlating burial types with genetic traits, it is hoped 
to decide whether the elite or ruling class of a given society is genetically 
based. 
4 Disease studies In some cases, aDNA studies are of importance in 
confirmation of a diagnosis based on other criteria. One example is the 
identification of DNA from the tuberculosis bacterium in a 1000 year old 
Peruvian mummy (Salo et aI.1994). This finding confirmed that skeletal 
lesions in New World mummies could indeed be the result of M. 
tuberculosis infection. 
S Associated ecofacts One area in which mummies are likely to be an impor-
tant source of information is in the study of associated ecofacts. This is 
particularly the case in studies of the domestication of plants and 
animals based on ancient remains. 
Perspectives 
The future looks bright for those who wish to analyse aDNA from 
mummies. The reason is mainly that results from other research communi-
ties with access to enormous resources will boost the field in the next few 
years. Large scale DNA sequencing projects will result in determination of 
the complete sequence of the human genome in less than a decade. This will 
increase tremendously the number of sequences and traits that can be 
analysed. The ease of automated sequencing will also result in large scale 
analyses of genetic variation in human populations. These studies will be 
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invaluable as a contemporary reference source for mummy studies. 
Pathologists will learn much more about the molecular basis of disease, and 
botanists and zoologists will be able to identify species from DNA in 
remains. Forensic scientists will probably improve the methods for recovery 
of DNA from difficult sources and molecular biologists will develop new 
enzymatic tools for aDNA analysis. A large number of new thermostable 
DNA polymerases are now available as alternatives to the Taq DNA poly-
merase and their enzymatic properties are being characterized. The genes 
encoding DNA repair enzymes are being cloned at a high rate from various 
sources. Combined with a thorough understanding of the chemical lesions 
in aDNA, it is possible that these enzymes can, in the near future be applied 
in repair of DNA. 
What is then left to do for those primarily interested in studies of 
mummies? Probably the most important thing is to keep their feet on the 
ground. The questions asked of the mummy material should be clear and 
concise, and the experiments designed in such a way that they can meet the 
normal criteria of reproducibility as discussed. It is important to develop 
standard procedures for field work, in particular for sampling and conserva-
tion. Systematic work on large collections of mummies is required in order to 
optimize the current procedures for extraction of DNA. Finally, in the inter-
pretation of the results, it is important to keep in mind that the relationship 
between results based on biological parameters and those based on cultural 
history is not always simple 
PALEOIMAGING 
DerekN. H. Notman 
X-rays have played an important role in the study of human mummies for 100 
years; the first examination took place early in 1896, only a few months after 
Roentgen's discovery. Since then, the specialty of Diagnostic Radiology has 
revolutionized modern medical diagnosis and treatment with its remarkable 
assortment of imaging equipment and techniques, data acquisition, and 
image transmission. As the field continued to advance, these new technolo-
gies were quickly applied to ancient remains, so that the emergence of paleo-
imaging soon followed a parallel course. This history has been well 
documented in numerous publications since 1896, although the term paleo-
radiology, and subsequently paleoimaging, was not introduced until 1986 
(Notman et al. 1986). The focus of this section will be to emphasize briefly 
those technical developments that have come into medical practice since the 
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publication of the first edition of this text in 1980 and their relevance to the 
future of paleoimaging. 
Computed imaging (CT and MRI) 
The single most important breakthrough was the development of computed 
tomography (CT) by Hounsfield in 1972, for which he won the Nobel Prize in 
Physics. The unique concept of computerized image reconstruction from 
cross-sectional x-ray scanning created a sensation in the medical world. 
From that early prototype several generations of tremendously powerful CT 
scanners have evolved, and computed tomography now forms a cornerstone 
in modern medicine. The first CT scan of an Egyptian mummy was per-
formed by Harwood-Nash in Toronto in 1977 (Harwood-Nash 1979), and 
since then fewer than 100 Egyptian mummies have been scanned worldwide, 
or only about 10 percent of the extant collections. Several CT scanning pro-
jects have been published in Europe and North America, beginning with the 
Manchester Museum Mummy Project in 1979. Interestingly, the major collec-
tions of the Cairo and British Museums still await formal scanning. 
Computed imaging also encompasses Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) and Digital Radiography (DR), which includes digital fluoroscopy. 
Although MRI uses electrical pulse sequences in a magnetic field instead of 
ionizing radiation to generate images, itis traditionally listed along with its x-
ray counterpart, CT, in radiology's pantheon of diagnostic modalities. DR 
more closely resembles conventional plain film or flat plate radiography, 
except that the images are first digitized by a computer for storage or laser 
printing. The first MRI examination of an Egyptian mummy was performed 
by the author at the Mayo clinic (Notrnan 1983). Because MRI relies on the 
presence offree water in the soft tissues to generate an image, its application 
to desiccated tissues has, not surprisingly, proved to be disappointing. MRI 
does work well, however, with hydrated soft tissues (i.e., recently post-
mortem) or rehydrated mummified remains (Figure 16.1), and would also 
apply to frozen tissues that have thawed (Notrnan and Aufderheide 1995). 
Plain radiography 
Conventional flat plate radiographic technology still possesses an important 
adjunct status in studying mummified and osteological materials. It is easy 
for today's students to forget that before the computer age only plain radiog-
raphy, standard tomography, and rudimentary scintigraphy (employing a 
radioactive source) were available to the investigator. Carefully constructed 
projects will use plain x-rays first to survey the study samples, screening for 
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FIGURE 16.1. (a) Autopsy of a dog, six months post-
mortem; (h) coronal MRscan of a mummified dog, 
immediately postmortem. 
features of additional interest that may indicate pathology or associated 
archaeological effects. If there is convenient access to a CT unit, then 
advanced scanning of selected findings or pertinent three-dimensional (3 -D) 
CT reconstructions may greatly enhance a project. Many studies must rely 
solely upon basic x-ray equipment, especially portable, if work is contem-
plated in the field. Diagnostic studies can still be obtained under adverse 
conditions in remote regions (Figure 16.2); such projects are logistically 
more complex but can be rewarding to the researcher (Notman 1987). 
Advantages of computed imaging 
Paleo imaging studies the past not only for evidence of ancient disease but 
also for evidence of cultural influences on the everyday life and health of the 
individual. Fascinating paleo epidemiological questions often arise directly 
from the process of correlating newly discovered pathology with established 
historical background, just as a physician obtains a good history from the 
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FIGURE r6.2. (a) William 
Braine (r8r2-r846), Royal 
Marine, Franklin 
Expedition, buried on 
Beechey Island, North-
west Territory, (b) antero-
posterior radiography 
ofWilliam Braine's chest 
and thoracic spine. 
patient and correlates it with a thorough physical examination. Unfortun-
ately, the amount of osseous paleo pathology discovered by radiology has 
been relatively small, often limited to minor arthritic, infectious, or post-
traumatic changes. Soft tissue changes are rare. Even computed tomography 
has not improved the detection rate significantly. This is not the fault of the 
technology; it merely reflects the scant pathological record. For this reason, 
increasing emphasis should be placed on archaeological imaging, for which 
the CT scanner is well adapted. With its cross-sectional display and superb 
high spatial and contrast resolution, CT continues to be the best modality for 
examining mummies. Although CT lacks MRl's direct multiplanar viewing 
capability, 3-D CT reconstruction software creates almost lifelike images 
from contiguous two-dimensional scans (Figure r6.3). This technique is par-
ticularly important for facial reconstructions (Figure r6.4). 
CT permits better visualization of the body, its wrappings, internal con-
tents, and associated artifacts by eliminating the superimposition of mater i-
als that often obscure details on plain x-ray films. CT can reveal underlying 
structures that would never be visible by conventional radiography (Figure 
r6.s). CT is also non-invasive and helps to minimize the actual handling of 
human remains. Because the scanning data are computer generated, images 
can be stored in digital format or converted to analog hard copy films. The 
original scans may undergo additional processing and manipulation, 
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FIGURE 16.3. 3·D CTreconstruction of 
mummy fetus. 
depending upon the software packages employed. The mummy needs to be 
scanned only once. Numerous direct measurements and densitometry read-
ings can be obtained instantly and precisely from the scans, including stan-
dard craniometric planes that are used by both craniofacial surgeons and 
physical anthropologists for planning surgery or, for example, comparing 
facial features in kinship analysis. 
Imaging parameters may be adjusted to answer specific questions about 
the mummification process itself. These may refer to textile wrappings, 
packing materials and resins, and visceral bundles placed in the thorax or 
abdomen. Subtle differences in the style of mummification may facilitate 
more accurate dating of the individual. Associated artifacts, such as the car-
tonnage, wood coffin, funerary masks, and Canopic vessels, can also be 
scanned. Wood is especially suitable for scanning (Notman I995). 
Separate treasures, like the priceless gold mask ofTutankhamun, may be 
scanned and analyzed for structural weakness or damage. A 3-D CT 
reconstruction of the mask could yield information about the actual assembly 
and composition of its internal architecture. Statuary, jewelry, pottery, or 
ritual burial bundles can be similarly reconstructed. Conservators could use 
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FIGURE 16-4- 3-D CT facial reconstruction of 
Egyptian mummy head (Milwaukee Public 
Museum collection), 
such a computer model for assessing the roadworthiness of potential travel-
ing exhibits or for repairing the items themselves. 
Electronic conservation and digital archiving 
As computer software continues to improve, previously inconceivable 
images have become a scanning reality. Smoothing and shading algorithms, 
morphing techniques, and color animation can combine to produce a virtual 
duplicate of the human body. The 'Visible Human' project at the University of 
Colorado represents such an undertaking, in which an entire human cadaver 
was scanned with CT and MR and then micro sectioned into thin contiguous 
slices for direct anatomical correlation. The imaging data and autopsy photo-
graphs are all stored on compact disks (CD). This computer generated wiz-
ardry offers the most exciting possibilities in diagnostic radiology and 
paleoimaging today and for the future. 
The preceeding discussion indicates that there are other important 
contributions thatCT can make, more in terms of preservation and not simply 
of detection. When the relative paucity of ancient pathological material is 
considered, well planned scanning can eliminate the need for costly and 
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FIGURE 16.5. (a) Anteroposterior radio-
graphy of Lady Tashat's knees, with pseudo-
tumor obscured by overlying densities 
(Minneapolis Institute of Arts) ; (b) Axial CT 
scan of Lady Tashat's knees. Note pseudo-
tumor in right femoral condyle; (c) Multiple 
contiguous CT slices of distal femoral 
pseudotumor. 
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time-consuming reexaminations at some later date. It is important, however, 
to realize that computed tomography stands on the threshold of an extraordi-
nary era in image acquisition and transmission, and its great flexibility will 
help to implement the new concepts of electronic conservation and digital 
archiving. CD-ROM technology has undergone rapid development in recent 
years. It is now possible to store eight individual CT images (using 2:1 
compression) per megabyte of memory. One compact disk holds approxi-
mately 640 megabytes, or 5120 CT 'slices' per disk. The scan of an entire 
human body with detailed image reconstruction can be stored on a single CD. 
Scanning can be monitored at multiple sites simultaneously. With cable or 
satellite transmission, the procedure itself can be observed by scholars in 
other countries or even broadcast live on interactive educational television. 
The possibilities are limitless once the data are digitized. The enormous 
amount of information from each mummy can then be stored in a huge 
archival database, creating a computerized reference center and library. 
These digital archives would be readily accessible to researchers all over the 
world. CT scans could be down-loaded from the Internet, or compact disks 
could be purchased directly from a catalog of archival materials. Non-inva-
sive CT generated digital archiving will establish a model of electronic 
conservation, which will help to eliminate or greatly reduce the need for 
further handling of the mummies or other remains. This is an important 
concept at a time when various reburial movements are coming forward to 
claim their ancestors and sacred relics. There is an urgent need to document 
this material respectfully and in as much detail as possible before it is gone. 
Researchers of the future will be able to enter the 'Visible Mummy 
Archives' for extensive virtual interaction with the scanning data. In this 
manner, a mummy can be repeatedly unwrapped and dissected (Figure 16.6) 
by remote investigators, long after the real mummy has been returned to its 
resting place. Holograms of mummies or other particularly fragile treasures 
may actually replace the originals on exhibit, so that they will not be disturbed 
except when absolutely necessary. Real-time animation techniques could 
profoundly enhance the archival CT data by creating a 'Living Pharaoh' CD-
ROM documentary program, which would portray the kings and queens of 
ancient Egypt as moving, speaking individuals, recounting the history of 
their dynasties on the TV monitor of a home computer. 
Summary 
By scanning human remains and archaeological relics for archival purposes, 
it is possible to contribute directly to their conservation. CT libraries all over 
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FIGURE r6.6. (a) Axia13·D CT reconstruc-
tion of Egyptian mummy, with head 
'removed' by computer (Field Museum of 
Natural History Collection); (b) 3-D CT 
reconstruction of mummy head before 
removal of overlying facial materials by com-
puter; (c) UsingCTwindow!level threshold-
ing, orbits are cleared of packing debris. 
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the world will hold vast archival resources, based upon whole-body mummy 
scans compressed onto compact disks for future reference, so that the fragile 
materials will not have to be disturbed when new questions arise. Many 
people, students and scholars alike, will benefit from this research. So will 
the past. 
MUMMY STUDIES AND PALEONUTRITION 
KariJ. Reinhard 
The study of ancient diet, paleonutrition, is a field of intense interest among 
archaeologists. Three goals of paleo nutrition defined by Armelagos (I994) 
are the range of foods available (general menu), which foods were eaten 
(diet), and whether or not the diet was physiologically sound (nutrition). 
Techniques have developed for the study of dietary residues from archaeolog-
ical sites such as feces, pollen, animal bone, seeds, mollusk shell, and so on. 
(Gilbert and Mielke I985). In addition, bioarchaeologists have developed a 
wide array of techniques to identifY dietary signals in human bone and hair, 
including stable isotopes of nitrogen and carbon and also by trace elemental 
analysis, usually barium and strontium (Labert and Grupe I993; Sandford 
I993). They also examine bone for pathological and developmental indica-
tors of dietary sufficiency. All of these techniques can be transferred directly 
to the study of mummies . 
Mummies have an extremely important role in diet studies. The tombs 
often contain food offerings that provide an idea of the 'menu' of ancient cul-
tures and the ritual/social importance of different foods. Analyses ofintesti-
nal contents (coprolites) reveal exactly what foods and medicines were eaten 
immediately before death. Trace elemental and stable isotopic analyses 
provide a general idea of the diet during life. Comparative isotopic ratios 
between soft tissue and bone indicate whether or not starvation was a 
problem immediately before death. Pathological indicators of stress can be 
found in the skeletons of mummies. They and their burials provide for a 
detailed reconstruction of ancient diet. 
Analysis of burial offerings 
Food offerings are very common in tombs all over the world. Unfortunately, 
food offerings are often left unstudied by traditional archaeologists, but are 
of vital importance to paleonutritionists and are becoming the focus of 
serious, detailed study. Burial offerings provide an idea of the menu of 
ancient societies, but religious/social considerations may make them a poor 
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indicator of diet, as those plants that have special social importance are 
often over represented. Maize is a very common grave offering in Peruvian 
sites, but chemical studies of bone show that it was rarely eaten in some 
villages. 
Analysis of intestinal contents 
This type of analysis involves the examination offeces (coprolites) removed 
from the colons of mummies and provides the greatest detail of plant and 
animal remains. Physical evidence of plants includes pollen grains, starch 
grains, leaf fragments, epidermis, fiber, conductive tissue, seeds, bark, and 
rhizomes. The species of food plants (paleobotany) can be identified from 
these remains, and what parts of the plants were eaten can be determined 
(such as fruits, buds, roots, or vegetative tissue). Scanning electron micro-
scopic study shows how the plants were prepared and cooked. 
Invertebrate and vertebrate food animals can be found in intestinal con-
tents. Mollusk shells from snails and clams, and spines from squids can be 
identified. Echinoderms such as sea urchins can be identified from the 
remains of calcareous spines and plates. Vertebrates can easily be identified 
based on the presence of bone and scale in coprolites. For larger animals, 
protein residue analysis can be performed to identifY the full range of verte-
brates available to prehistoric peoples (Sutton and Reinhard 1995). 
The analysis of coprolites originated in mummy studies (Reinhard and 
Bryant 1992a, b) due, perhaps, to the fact that feces are dehydrated in the 
colon and are therefore resistant to decay (Reinhard et al. 1992). The first 
human coprolite analyses were done by Wood Jones (1910) and Netolitsky 
(19II, 1912), who analyzed coprolites from Nubian and Egyptian mummies 
respectively. Analysis of preserved coprolites from an English Bronze Age 
skeleton was done by Warren in 19II. Wakefield and Dellinger (1936) were 
the first researchers in North America to examine coprolites in mummies 
from Arkansas, including chemical and microscopic analyses. Also, this was 
the first study that evaluated skeletal pathology in the light of dietary data. In 
South America, Callen and Cameron (1960) were the first to publish dietary 
studies from coprolites recovered from a cave in Huaca Prieta, Peru, some 
from a partly mummified body. Since then, numerous studies have been 
accomplished with mummified remains. 
Extensive analysis of intestinal contents from mummies was done with 
bog bodies from Europe. Because these mummies were sacrifices, the plants 
found represent those consumed in a ritual context. Both the Grauballe and 
Tollund mummies had eaten a mixture of wild and cultivated plant seeds 
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immediately before death. Helbaek (I95I, I959) found a diversity of plant 
seeds in the Grauballe mummy; over 50 species were present. The Grauballe 
mummy also contained animal bone, possibly from a pig. 
Intestinal contents from formal burials provide data regarding both diet 
and medicine. The diet of ailing individuals may be profoundly different from 
that of healthy people. The colon contents from a partially mummified body 
from New Mexico (Shafer et al. I989) showed more finely ground maize seeds 
than any previously recovered from the Southwestern United States. Pollen 
present in the coprolites included an abundance of willow pollen, probably 
from making tea from willow bark and foliage (willow tea is an analgesic). 
Pollen from a plant in the mustard family was also abundant. As mustard 
seeds were not present in the coprolites, it is likely that the pollen was also 
derived from a tea, possibly used as an emetic. Coprolites from mummies can 
also reveal plant foods that were not recorded ethnographically. Analyses of a 
mummy from Ventana Cave, for example, showed that buds from the 
saguaro or organ pipe cactus were eaten (Haury I950), although only fruits 
from these cacti are eaten by Indians today. 
Chemical analysis 
The chemical analysis of mummies is based on the theory that 'you are what 
you eat', and certain foods leave chemical signals in the body (Sandford I993; 
Labert and Grupe I993). The chronic consumption of certain foods leads to 
the accumulation of chemicals in the soft and hard tissues of mummies. The 
main focus of chemical analysis has been the determination of the quantity of 
meat consumed in the diet relative to plants, and the identification of how 
much of certain types offood were consumed. 
The stable isotopes of carbon (I2C and 13C) and nitrogen ('4N and ISN) 
have been widely applied in dietary studies of mummies. Because of 
different physical and chemical properties of the isotopes, they are incorpo-
rated differently in biological processes. For example, there are two main 
photosynthetic pathways (C3 and C 4) in different classes of plants and each 
utilizes these isotopes differently. Thus, it is important to know all of the 
isotopic signals of potential animal and plant foods in the environment 
under study. 
One important issue that helps resolve this problem is the determination 
of how much meat is eaten relative to plants. This can be determined by 
looking at the carbon stable isotope values between apatite and collagen in 
bone. The stable isotopes of nitrogen are also important indicators of meat in 
the diet. Data from natural settings show that increasing trophic levels are 
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enriched in 15nitrogen. The nitrogen isotopes can reflect weaning patterns as 
well because mother's milk is enriched in 15N. Nursing children, therefore, 
also have a high 15N signal. 
Strontium is one trace element that is used to determine the contribution 
of plants in the general diet, usually expressed as strontium to calcium ratios. 
High strontium levels are typical of marine foods. Strontium is also useful in 
identifYing weaning practices as human milk contains little strontium rela-
tive to other foods. After weaning, the strontium level increases as children 
eat other food. To determine whether strontium has a marine or terrestrial 
origin, strontium isotope ratios are used because one isotope is more 
common in the marine environment. 
The application of both types of chemical analysis has elucidated the 
change in diet in northern Chile over a span of several thousand years. The 
study showed that the earliest cultures from 3000 BC to AD I500 had values 
that could be derived only from a marine ecosystem (Tieszen et aI.I992). Later 
cultures had either a mixed diet of maize and sea food or terrestrial resources 
(Tieszen and Chapman I992). Strontium analysis confirmed the nitrogen 
and carbon data. 
Multidisciplinary reconstruction of diet 
The analysis of intestinal remains from the earliest cultural group, the 
Chinchorro, conflicted with the chemical analysis. These studies of Chilean 
diet highlighted one important point. For the accurate reconstruction of diet 
from mummies, one must use several data sources to overcome the biases 
inherent in each type of analysis. Currently, this is being attempted with 
mummies excavated by Buikstra from the Moquegua River Valley of southern 
Peru. Analyses have been completed of the grave goods, intestinal contents, 
and bone chemistry for one site, Chiribaya Alta, which was inhabited around 
AD lOOO. The integration of these analyses allows the reconstruction of 
menu, diet and dietary adequacy. 
Analysis of tomb contents by J. Dendy shows the menu for Chiribaya Alta. 
The most common grave goods were maize and coca, and in descending 
order of frequency, lucuma, pacay, manioc, molle, sweet potatoes, achira, 
guava, beans, chiles, and wild potatoes. These tomb contents provided an 
idea of the spectrum of foods eaten, suggesting that the inhabitants of 
Chiribaya Alta were largely dependent on agriculture. 
Stable carbon and nitrogen isotopic study of 68 mummies and skeletons 
from sites throughout the Moquegua Valley by Sandness (I992) shows that 
there was substantial variation in Chiribaya diet in different parts of the 
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valley. The sites closest to the sea were dependent on marine foods, and the 
diet of the coast was high in meat compared with that of the upper valley. 
Therefore, the isotopic reconstructions showed that the actual diet of 
Chiribaya Alta deviated from that indicated by tomb contents. Agricultural 
products were certainly an important part of the diet, but the people were not 
maize dependent. Trace elemental analysis of the mummies by Ghazi 
confirmed the isotopic data. He also looked at the change in strontium to 
calcium ratios in 40 Chiribaya Alta children to determine the weaning period. 
This analysis indicated that most children were weaned between 1.5 and 2 
years of age. 
Analysis of the intestinal contents indicated what items were most com-
monly eaten. Coprolites from 21 mummies and coprolites from the villages 
provided more insight into the diet. Ten coprolites from mummies contained 
a mix of marine meat (fish and lor shellfish) and agricultural plants. Nine 
contained only plants and two contained only marine meat. These results are 
consistent with 20 coprolites excavated from trash deposits in Chiribaya vil-
lages. Five samples contained maize kernels and four contained manioc 
tubers. Therefore, in comparison with the grave goods, which indicated a 
heavy reliance on maize, maize and manioc appeared to have had roughly the 
same importance in the diet. 
In summary, four different lines of analysis provided four different per-
spectives on diet. The abundance of maize in the tomb offerings shows the 
social significance of this food to the Chiribaya Alta people. This social 
significance outweighed its actual importance in the diet. Coprolite analyses 
showed that manioc was equally important to maize in Chiribaya diet as was 
fish and shellfish. However, the greatest diversity of foods was found in the 
tomb offerings, which demonstrates the range offoods people had available 
to them. The nitrogen and carbon isotopic data and trace elemental data 
emphasized the importance of marine foods in the protein component of the 
diet. The coprolite data highlighted the mixed nature of Chiribaya diet 
with contributions from agricultural products and marine animals. It also 
demonstrated the wide use of non-maize plants, especially of tubers. Thus, 
the interdisciplinary study of diet has the greatest promise for complete 
paleonutrition studies. 
The most important aspect of the study of paleonutrition utilizing 
mummies is that several lines of investigation can be pursued in the 
reconstruction of diet. One unanswered question relates to the adequacy of 
the diet, what Armelagos (1994) calls 'nutrition'. This is an issue that will be 
addressed in future mummy studies as nutrition-related pathology is evalu-
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ated in the context of menu and diet, an area in which mummy studies have 
the greatest paleonutritional potential. 
MUMMY STUDIES AND ARCHAEOPARASITOLOGY 
KarIJ. Reinhard 
Archaeoparasitology, the study of ancient human parasitism, increasingly 
focuses on mummy studies. Parasite remains have been studied in an 
archaeological context for 85 years, but the field has matured only during the 
past two decades with the development of its theoretical and methodological 
foundations. It evolved independently and simultaneously in laboratories on 
three continents in the 1970S and 1980s (Reinhard 1992), with well defined 
research goals: Ferreira, Araujo, and Confalonieri at the Funda~ao Oswaldo 
Cruz in Brazil, Reinhard in the United States, and Andrew Jones in England. 
All were working with both coprolites and mummies. 
As indicated by the historical trends among these researchers, archaeop-
arasitology has an increasing focus on mummy studies. This is due to the fact 
that mummies offer different research potentials from those inherent in 
fecal debris such as coprolites and latrine soils. First, there is a greater diver-
sity of parasites in mummies, as research on fecal debris is limited to the 
study of parasites that distribute their eggs in feces or urine. For example, 
blood fluke ova are rarely found in coprolites or latrine contents (Bouchet 
and Paicheler 1995), but analysis of mummies from areas where blood flukes 
are endemic provides ample evidence oflarval and adult forms from internal 
organs as well as ova (Ascenzi et al. 1980; Millet et al. 1980; Ruffer 1910; 
Deelder et al. 1990). Second, there is often doubt as to whether coprolites are 
derived from humans, and the human origin of parasites is therefore 
ambiguous. This is not the case with mummies, which provide definitive and 
direct evidence of human parasitism. Third, definitive diagnosis is stronger 
with mummies. Identification in clinical laboratories is sometimes depen-
dent on the examination of adult parasites, but coprolites and latrine soils 
contain only the eggs and larvae of parasites and therefore morphological 
description may not always provide a secure source of diagnosis. Adult para-
sites, however, are recoverable from mummies and provide a certain basis 
for diagnosis, as can be seen in hookworm research. Two species of hook-
worm in two different genera are the most common found in humans: 
Necator americanus and Ancylostoma duodenale. Hookworm larvae and eggs 
cannot be identified to either species, but Allison and associates (1974) were 
able to recover adult hookworms from a prehistoric Peruvian mummy and 
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demonstrate from examination of the buccal cavity and tooth morphology 
that Ancylostoma duodenale was the infective organism. Fourth, the analysis of 
mummies leads to the discovery of pathology that has a parasitological base. 
Lesions of flukes in liver tissue (David and David 1995), roundworms in 
muscle tissue and intestinal walls, enlarged hollow viscera from trypano-
some infection, and muconasal destruction from South American 
leishmaniasis have all been observed in mummies. Thus, not only are the 
parasites recovered, but the pathology caused by them is evident in 
mummies, providing critical data regarding the illnesses caused by these 
organisms. Fifth, there are more mummies available for study now than ten 
years ago. This is due to increased excavation activity in countries where 
mummies are preserved and also to the development of mildly invasive tech-
niques for the study of mummies in museum collections by archaeopara-
sitologists. Sixth, DNA studies hold great promise in the analysis of parasite 
remains. The first DNA identification of a parasite infection was recently 
accomplished (A. C. Aufderheide, personal communication) , and the use of 
DNA signatures can be used with mummies to identifY parasite species. 
There is great potential in DNA analysis of defining genetic variability within 
a species through time and this may permit us to define the genetic changes 
that occurred in parasites inhabiting different human populations in 
different parts of the world. 
One issue at the heart of the archaeoparasitology debate in the Americas is 
the question of when various parasite species were introduced into the New 
World. These include the human specific beef and pork tapeworms, the giant 
intestinal round worm, hookworm, whipworm, and pinworm. The conven-
tional wisdom has been that nearly all these parasites, except perhaps 
pinworm, were introduced into the New World after European contact 
(Desowitz 1981). During the 1980s, a significant body of data was recovered 
from coprolites showing that hookworm, whipworm and giant intestinal 
roundworm infected humans prehistorically. By 1990 all of these parasites 
had been found in mummies and provided irrefutable proof of the wide range 
of prehistoric human specific parasites (Reinhard 1991). 
A second aspect of American archaeoparasitology has been the study of 
adaptation to immigrant humans by parasite species that infected indige-
nous animals. This adaptation was discussed by Cockburn (1971) as being 
critical in defining parasite diversity in humans. New World archaeology pro-
vides an ideal laboratory in which the adaption of zoonotic parasites can be 
assessed. A corpus of data from coprolites excavated from North America 
showed that thorny-headed worms commonly infected archaic human 
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populations (Moore et al. 1969), evidence that was accepted with some reti-
cence because it was derived from coprolite examination only. In South 
America, similar studies were undertaken through the examination of 
intestinal contents of mummies. The analysis of these South American 
coprolites demonstrated that prehistoric coastal populations in Chile and 
Peru were infected by a tapeworm species that normally cycles between sea 
lions and fish (Callen and Cameron 1960), sea lions being the definitive hosts 
and fish intermediate hosts. In preagricultural fisher populations of Chile, I 
have found 21 percent of the mummies examined to be positive for the eggs. 
The study of prehistoric North American parasite ecology (Reinhard 1988; 
1996) has defined aspects of diet, sanitation, hygiene, and house construc-
tion that determine the diversity and prevalence of parasites. 
Currently, I am applying this type of analysis for three prehistoric villages 
in the Moquegua Valley of Peru, studying trypanosomiasis and leishmaniasis 
using mummies as the study medium (Reinhard 1996). One aspect of parasit-
ism that differed dramatically among villages was louse infestation. Of 164 
individuals from three sites, 146 were examined for louse nits, and 34 were 
positive. By measuring the density of nits at the scalp and on hair shafts away 
from the scalp, it was possible to measure how many people were controlling 
louse infestations at the time of death (more nits on hair shafts than at scalp) 
and how many people had an increasing louse problem at death (more nits on 
the scalp than on the shafts). Twenty individuals had fewer nits on the hair in 
comparison with the scalp, eleven showed more nits on the hair than on the 
scalp. Therefore, most people showed increased infestation around the time 
of death. The fact that eleven individuals showed a decrease oflice from the 
scalp indicates that the people had some medicinal practices effective in the 
control oflice for infested individuals. 
An inter-site louse comparison was made among the villages. Two were 
located close to the ocean and one was in the distant Andes highlands . Of the 
coastal villages, one site had seven mummies, five of which were infested 
with lice. The other site had 69 mummies with 25 (36%) infested. From the 
highland village 22 mummies were studied and four (18%) were positive for 
louse nits. The differences may reflect a less urban lifestyle at the highland 
village that had limited louse infestation. Sex was also a variable; 38% of 
women were infested in contrast to 56% of men. 
Other aspects of parasitism found at these villages were trypanosomiasis, 
and leishmaniasis. Trypanosome infection is related to house construction, 
which promoted infestation of the houses with the insect vectors of the para-
site. Leishmaniasis was contracted by collecting rushes in the still, moist 
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river valley near the sites, thus exposing people to the vectors of disease. 
These cases demonstrate conclusively that opportunistic parasites indige-
nous to the New World were able to colonize humans. 
Analysis of mummies from the Old World demonstrates the diversity of 
parasites that infected humans in ancient times (Millet et al. 1983; Sandison 
1983; El Mahdy 1989). In Egypt especially, a wide range of parasite species has 
been recovered. Several fluke species have been identified including 
Schistosoma haematobium, possibly Schistosoma mansoni, and pathology resul-
tant from liver flukes, possibly Fasciola hepatica. Tapeworms of the genus 
Taenia, which includes the beef and pork tapeworms, have also been found. 
Many roundworm species have been found including the guinea worm, 
Dracunculus medinensis, the whipworm, Trichuris trichiura, the mawworm (or 
giant intestinal roundworm), Ascaris lumbricoides, Trichinella spiralis, which 
causes trichinosis, and the wireworm StronByloides stercora lis. The greater 
diversity of parasites found in Egyptian mummies may reflect the fact that 
many parasites have an African evolutionary homeland and also the diverse 
activities of ancient Egyptians. Schistosomes were probably related to canal 
building. Liver fluke infection and Taenia infections came from animal 
domestication, and Egyptian cuisine included poorly cooked meat, which 
resulted in Taenia and Trichinella infections. The guinea worm is transferred by 
drinking water that contains copepoda (tiny crustaceans). Finally, fecal 
borne disease in the form ofT. trichiura, A. lumbricoides, and S. stercora lis was a 
problem for Egyptians. 
The future of archaeoparasitology 
We shall always be looking for the origins of parasite species and defining the 
history of expansion of parasites, but we shall also be looking in the future at 
the mechanisms by which parasites colonized humans, and at the genetic 
diversity of parasites as they dispersed across the world with human migra-
tions. The future of archaeoparasitology is tied to two things: development of 
new techniques and availability of mummies. As mentioned, mummies both 
from the field and from museums are becoming more available for gross and 
microscopic study. Technological developments in molecular DNA biology 
should enhance the future assessment of parasite genetic diversity. There are 
serious technical problems from contaminating microorganisms that need 
to be overcome but these difficulties are being addressed successfully today, 
as represented by the recent find of Trypanosoma cruzi DNA in Peruvian 
mummies. I believe that this success foreshadows a rich future in the study of 
parasites from mummies. 
ENDOSCOPY OF MUMMIES 
Edmund Tapp 
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Endoscopes have been used for many years in medical practice, enabling 
doctors to see and biopsy areas suspected of harbouring disease that other-
wise would be inaccessible. More recently they have also been used widely in 
industry, allowing (for instance) engineers to inspect the inside of an aircraft 
engine without dismantling it. About IS years ago the author had experi-
mented with various nondestructive methods of obtaining tissue from inside 
Egyptian mummies, but had limited success with conventional medical tech-
niques such as needle biopsies. It was decided, therefore, to explore the use 
of endoscopes (Tapp 1984). The latest instruments are not only extremely 
sophisticated but also mobile, which allows them to be used both in 
museums and at excavation sites where the findings may be observed on a 
video monitor attached directly to the instrument. 
Clearly, the usual orifices through which endoscopes are introduced into 
the body are often blocked by either bandages or debris, but occasionally 
entry by these routes has been possible in Egyptian mummies. In the Leeds 
mummy (Tapp and Wildsmith 1992), after the debris had been sucked out of 
the mouth and pharynx, an excellent view of the larynx and trachea could be 
obtained (Figure 16.7). It was also possible to examine the lower rectum of 
the Muisca mummies by the normal route. Examination of the interior of the 
nose and mouth has also been possible in several instances. Fortunately, the 
Ancient Egyptians helped the modern endoscopist by breaking the cribri-
form plate at the top of the nose when they were removing the brain, and in 
doing so, provided a passage through which the endoscope may be passed 
into the cranial cavity (Tapp et al. 1984). A clear view can often be obtained by 
this route of the various bones protruding into the cavity; in one instance the 
posterior clinoid process, which projects upwards behind the pituitary 
gland, was observed to be embedded in residual brain tissue at the back of the 
cavity. It would appear that this bone had been broken off by the Egyptian 
embalmers as they were attempting to remove the brain (Figure 16.8). As one 
might anticipate, not all the brain was removed by the embalmers and useful 
biopsies have been obtained from this residual cerebral tissue. Not only do 
these biopsies show the degree of preservation of the brain, but also reveal 
postmortem changes such as adipocere formation (Thompson et al. 1986). 
Moreover, parts of the walls of hydatid cysts have been seen in biopsies from 
the brain removed with the endoscope from two different Egyptian 
mummies, indicating the presence of the dog tapeworm in Ancient Egypt. 
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FIGURE 16.7 . View through a rigid endo-
scope passed down the back of the throat of 
the Leeds mummy. The tracheal rings can be 
seen on the right of the photograph. 
FIGURE 16.8 . View through flexible endo-
scope passed through the nose showing pos-
terior clinoid process (curved bone) 
embedded in residual brain tissue. 
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FIGURE 16.9 . View through rigid endoscope 
passed through chest wall. Residual lung 
tissue is seen together with the ribs on the 
opposite side of the chest. cavity. 
Resin is sometimes found within the skull and often may be seen radiolog-
icallyas a fluid level. This may be confused with residual brain tissue that has 
become liquefied and biopsy of this material can resolve this problem 
(Stanworth et al. 1986). If the nasal route into the skull is not available, access 
may be obtained by a simple burr hole of the type used by neurosurgeons 
when operating on the head; in fact, evidence for one of the cases of hydatid 
disease was obtained by this method (Stanworth et al. 1986). 
The use of endoscopes to view the interior of the chest and abdomen is 
again assisted by the ancient Egyptian embalmers who often removed the 
stomach, intestines, liver and lungs, leaving spaces into which an endoscope 
can be introduced. This has been of particular value in the examination of the 
chest where radiography has shown residual tissue to be present (Figure 
16.9). In addition to viewing the contents of the chest, valuable biopsies have 
been obtained which have shown sand pneumoconiosis to be present in 
some degree in practically every mummy that has been biopsied. This is a 
condition that was originally described in lung from a canopic jar, but these 
techniques have demonstrated its widespread distribution (Tapp et al. 1975; 
Tapp and Wildsmith 1992). Endoscopy of the thorax and abdominal cavity 
has also allowed one to view the packages containing organs that have been 
dried, wrapped and then placed back into the cavity by the ancient Egyptian 
embalmers. If these cannot be removed the endoscope enables biopsies to be 
taken from them. 
To summarise: endoscopes have allowed tissue to be obtained from a wide 
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range of mummified remains without destroying the integrity of the body. 
Although museum authorities and curators at excavation sites are naturally 
reluctant for exhibits to be damaged in any way, they will often give permis-
sion for the small apertures to be made, which are all that is necessary for 
endoscopic examination and biopsy. Given these circumstances, it is clearly a 
valuable additional technique in our quest for information about life and 
death in ancient cultures - and due to the peculiarities of the methods used by 
ancient Egyptian embalmers, it has been of particular value in this field. 
POPULATION STUDIES 
Tony Waldron 
The study of disease in mummies has a long history but there has generally 
been more concern merely to demonstrate its presence than to make any esti-
mate ofits frequency. There are at least two reasons for this; one is to do with 
the relatively small numbers of subjects for study, the other is that epidemi-
ology has come lately to paleopathology. rfthere is to be any sense of the rela-
tive frequency with which diseases appeared in antiquity, or how their 
frequency may have changed over the centuries, there is no recourse other 
than to epidemiology. This chapter will briefly outline some of the methods 
used to measure the frequency of disease and point out some of the pitfalls in 
applying epidemiology to past populations, especially those that may be as 
small as the population of mummies. 
Measures of disease frequency 
The two measures in most common use in contemporary epidemiology are 
incidence and prevalence (Rothman 1986). The incidence of a disease is the 
rate of occurrence of new cases in a population at risk and is expressed to 
some time base, a week, a month or a year, for example, depending on the 
nature of the disease. This measure cannot be used in paleopathology because 
the number at risk can never be known. The word 'incidence' should, there-
fore, never be used to describe the frequency of disease in a paleopathological 
population, although it is frequently used for this purpose. The correct 
measure to use in paleopathology is prevalence (Waldron 1994). 
Prevalence 
The prevalence of a disease is simply the proportion ofindividuals with a par-
ticular disease in a defined population Although it is often referred to as a 
prevalence rate, itis nota true rate as it has no time base. rtshould be noted that 
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no rates can be calculated for paleopathological purposes. Those who report 
still births, neonatal mortality or infant mortality rates, for example, are 
deluding themselves and misleading their readers. All such rates are propor-
tions and bear no relation at all to the true rates reported by modern epidemi-
ologists. It is customary, however, to distinguish between point prevalence, 
which is prevalence at a particular point in time, and period prevalence, which 
is calculated over a week, a month or a year, again depending on the nature of 
the disease. It will be obvious that in paleopathology, only period prevalence 
can be determined and that the period involved may be very long indeed. 
The formula for calculating prevalence is: P=n/N where P=prevalence, 
n = number of cases of the disease, and N = total study population. Also: P "" I 
x D, where P=prevalence, I=incidence, and D=duration of the disease. The 
prevalence will approximate the incidence when dealing with diseases of very 
short duration (common infectious diseases, for example); with diseases of 
long duration (such as osteoarthritis), the prevalence may be many times 
greater than the incidence. 
The prevalence of a disease is determined using a cross-sectional study, in 
which the population is defined by some criterion - it may be all the mummies 
from a particular site - and the number of those having the disease under 
study is determined, preferably using agreed criteria consistently applied; the 
prevalence is calculated as shown in the first equation above. In modern epi-
demiology, a cross-sectional study may be visualized as having a sharp cutoff 
point. But this is not the case in a paleopathological cross-sectional study 
where the interval between the death of the subjects and their being observed 
will be variable and usually long (Waldron 1996). When calculating prevalence 
in such a study, there may be some confusion about which denominator to 
use. It is unlikely, in most cases, to be the total number of individuals in the 
group, but rather the total number of some anatomical element. For example, 
suppose that we wished to calculate the prevalence offracture of the radius in a 
group of 40 mummies. If two had such a fracture, then intuitively one might 
suppose that the prevalence would be 2/40 = 5 percent. From our observations 
(or the records from which we were working), however, it is apparent that the 
arms are missing from seven of the mummies and so our observations must 
relate only to the 33 mummies in which they are present and the prevalence of 
fractured radius in them is, therefore, 2/33 = 6.1 percent. 
Comparing prevalences 
A prevalence that uses the whole population as the denominator is called a 
crude prevalence, and it is not a very useful statistic with which to make 
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Table r6.1. Age specific prevalences of disease in two populations 
A B 
Age group N n Prev/I03 N n Prev/I03 
(years) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
25-34 32 2 62·5 49 3 61.2 
35-44 42 12 266·7 61 20 327.9 
45-54 58 27 465.5 30 16 533·3 
55+ 65 36 553.8 32 20 635.0 
Total 197 77 390 .9 172 59 343.0 
Note: 
N=total number in each age group; n=total number affected; Prev=prevalence. 
comparisons between groups; for this purpose itis better to calculate age and 
sex specific prevalences. The data in Table r6.r show that comparisons that 
do not allow for differences in age may give an entirely misleading impres-
sion of the frequency of a disease in two populations. In this table, the age 
specific and crude prevalences for a disease are shown for two hypothetical 
populations, A and B. The crude prevalence for A is 390.9/r03 and for B, 
343.0/r03 suggesting that the disease is more common in A than in B. This 
difference is often expressed as a rate ratio, which in this case is 
390.9/343.0=1.r4 in favour of A This conclusion seems anomalous, 
however, for if we consider the age specific rates in columns 3 and 6 of the 
table, in almost every case they are higher in B than in A. The problem lies in 
the age structure of the two populations. There are considerably more older 
individuals in A than in B, whereas the converse is true for younger individu-
als. A satisfactory comparison can be made using the age and sex specific 
prevalences but this is a rather cumbersome method and it is better to use one 
which gives a single summary statistic. The best for paleopathological work 
is the odds ratio. 
The odds ratio 
Suppose that we have two populations P and Q, with age specific prevalences 
Pl and ql' ... , Pn and qn' we can compare each age group by calculating the 
odds ratio (OR) as follows (Clayton and Hills r993): 
P1/r-P1 -;-ql/r-ql'" Pn/r-Pn -;-qn/r-qn 
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The OR for each age stratum can be summed to give an overall, or common 
OR which relates the age specific prevalences in two populations to a single 
figure. The data in the table are easy to analyze as the prevalences are the same 
for each age group. Thus for the 25-34 year old group 
62·5/1000 - 62.5 -;- 61.2/1000 - 61.2 = 1.03 
For the succeeding strata, the ORs are: for age 35-44,0.75; for 45-54,0.76; 
and for 55 +,0.74. The common odds ratio is obtained by summing the indi-
vidual rates which comes down eventually to: 
(62·5 X938.8) + (266.7 X 672.1) + (465.5 X466·7) + (533·8X 375.0) 
(61.2X937.5)+(327.9 X733.3) + (534.5 X 533.3)+(466.2X625.0) -0·75 
From this result it is clear that prevalence in A is actually substantially lower 
than in B which is what we would expect from studying the age specific preva-
lences. The 95 percent confidence intervals can be calculated to give a 
measure of the significance of the common odds ratio; in this case they are 
0.68-0.83. However, given the small number of mummies with which one 
usually has to deal, it must be remembered that these calculations and any 
conclusions drawn from very small samples may be misleading as may 
comparisons based solely on crude prevalences. 
Proportional morbidity and morbidity odds ratios 
Two other methods of comparing disease in populations which do not 
depend on having denominator data are the proportional morbidity ratio 
(PMR) and the morbidity odds ratio (MOR). The PMR is very simple in 
concept; the disease under study is expressed simply as a proportion of all 
diseases in the first population and then compared with its proportion in the 
second. If the proportion in the first population is, say, IS percent and in the 
second 5 percent, then the PMR is 15/5 = 3.0, showing that it is much more 
common in the first than in the second. 
Proportional morbidity ratios are seldom calculated in contemporary epi-
demiology largely because of the difficulty in obtaining morbidity data but 
proportional mortality ratios are, death being something about which there 
can be little argument. There are some theoretical problems with propor-
tional mortality ratios and Miettinen and Wang (1981) suggested that it 
should be replaced with something that they call the mortality odds ratio. It is 
not possible to use this statistic in paleo epidemiology, but it can be adapted 
to obtain a morbidity odds ratio (MOR). 
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Table 16.2. Spondylolysis in two skeletal populations 
Number with 
Spondylosis 
All other conditions 
Source: From Waldron (199I). 
Group A 
10 (a) 
466 (c) 
GroupB 
13 (b) 
23 I (d) 
The results of a study on the frequency of spondylolysis in two skeletal 
populations are set out in Table 16.2 (Waldron 1991). From these data the 
MORcan be obtained by the formula: 
MOR=adlbc 
Substituting the figures in Table 2 shows that the MOR is 0.38; the PMR is 
0.40 and it is often the case that there is not much difference between the 
MORand the PMR. 
Calculating either the PMRor the MORis simple but some thought has to 
be given to deciding exactly what constitutes a 'disease' or 'condition'. Is a 
minute osteophyte or a tiny trace of periostitis, or a cyst in a carpal bone 
pathological or not? In practice the differentiation between normality and 
abnormality is somewhat arbitrary and will probably differ between one 
observer and the next. However, so long as the criteria for abnormality are 
decided beforehand and applied rigorously to all the material, the final 
calculation should provide a valid comparison between the two groups in 
question and for the particular observer or observers. 
Missing data 
Missing data are the bane of any epidemiological study and many techniques 
have been developed for dealing with them in statistical analyses (Armitage 
and Berry 1987). In paleoepidemiology, missing data especially affect the 
denominator. In the example of the fractured radius given above, mummies 
with missing arms were excluded from the denominator and the rule is that 
denominators must be appropriate to the case in hand if the sums are to give 
the right answers. This seems obvious but problems can (and do) arise. For 
example, let us suppose that we wish to determine the frequency of 
tuberculosis in a mummy population. This is a disease that may affect almost 
any joint or any bone, albeit it has a special predilection for some sites, most 
notably the spine. If we found one spine affected and one further case in 
which another joint (say the wrist) was affected, then in our hypothetical 
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group of 40 mummies, what is the prevalence of tuberculosis? One thing it 
almost certainly will not be is 5 percent (2/40) because we cannot guarantee 
that we have complete spines present in each case, or that all the mummies 
have wrist joints or other joints or bones likely to be affected. We may either 
have to restrict our calculation to only those mummies that are sufficiently 
complete for us to be certain that no element likely to have been affected by 
tuberculosis is missing, or we may have to calculate the prevalence of the 
disease for different anatomical sites separately. 
The reason to hammer home this point is simply that it affects the way in 
which data are to be collected. It is never sufficient to know merely that so 
many mummies were in the study group; their state of preservation must also 
be recorded and which anatomical elements were (and were not) present. It is 
incumbent on the investigator to think carefully about which data will be 
needed for all calculations and thus ensure that they are collected. In the 
interests of future generations of paleo pathologists who may never get their 
hands on human remains, data collection should be as comprehensive as 
possible so that further work can be undertaken at some later date. I realise 
this is a counsel of perfection; most people have enough trouble thinking 
about their own studies, let alone trying to foresee what might conceivably be 
needed in the future. Be assured, however, that one of the cardinal rules of 
epidemiology is that the one piece of information which you do not record 
will be the one you eventually need! 
Operational definitions 
One frequently stated aim of paleoepidemiology is to compare the frequency 
of disease in the past with that in modern populations to see what changes 
there may have been over time, but I doubt if this is ever likely to be realized 
for the majority of diseases. The reason for this is that diagnostic procedures 
in clinical practice and in paleopathology differ so greatly. Take osteoarthritis 
as an example. This is the most common disease found in human remains 
but its paleopathological diagnosis depends upon different criteria from the 
clinical diagnosis. Clinically, osteoarthritis depends upon the radiological 
demonstration of joint space narrowing, marginal osteophytes and sclerosis 
of subchondral bone. When the radiological and paleopathological diag-
noses of osteoarthritis were compared in a series of skeletal knee joints, there 
were profound differences between the two, the paleopathologist recording 
the presence of osteoarthritis much more frequently than the radiologist 
(Rogers et al. 1990). 
What may reasonably be achieved, however, is for comparisons to be made 
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